Supporting information:
Here we plotted the cc values that were based on 100 eigenvectors for all protein residues (n=6013) as a function of the anisotropy of the experiment ADP ( Fig. S1A) . To help evaluate the results, we relied on two traces from Fig. 1 : the blue trace showing the overlap between an oblate with a sphere and the red trace showing the cc between randomly oriented spheroids. As discussed earlier, since the anisotropy of the theoretical ADP should always below that of the sphere, the dots distributed above the blue trace should represent good matches regardless of the anisotropy of the theoretical ADP. According to this rationale, it looks like that incorporating surface water produces better overlaps with experimental ADPs (29.5%, over the blue trace), compared to the model incorporating only the crystal water (23.6%) or the model without water at all (19.6%) ( Fig. S1B) . We also used the red trace as reference. Again, the high percentage of dots distributed above the red line (with surface water, 59.0%; structural water, 44.7%; no water, 40.8%) seems to support that including surface water leads to better overlap between experimental and theoretical ADPs. The cross plot of experimental vs. theoretical anisotropy is shown in Fig. S1C. (A) cc vs. anisotropy of the corresponding experimental ADP. Left, surface plus crystal water. Middle, crystal water only. Right, no water. (B) Close-up views over the range between 0.2 -0.6 (experimental anisotropy) and 0.8-1.0 (cc). Percentiles in blue and red represent the data points above the blue trace (cc for oblate and sphere) and red trace (cc for randomly oriented spheroids; Fig. 1 Here we asked whether including surface water indeed improved the overlap between experimental and theoretical ADPs, we scrambled the input of experimental ADPs for each protein by randomly choosing experimental ADPs from all other 19 proteins. Choosing atoms from other proteins instead of shuffling the ADPs within each protein increases the randomness, because subpopulation of atoms, such as the residues belong to the same domain, share similarities in the atomic motions. Surprisingly, we found that including surface water still gave the highest score in the cc value. These analysis clearly demonstrated the complexity in comparing the ADP shape and the strong influence over cc by the degree of anisotropy. Similar results were also obtained for coarse-grained methods. (A) cc vs. the anisotropy of the corresponding experimental ADP. The experimental ADPs for each protein were randomly selected from the pool of ADPs from all other proteins. (B) Close-up views over the range between 0.2 -0.6 (experimental anisotropy) and 0.8-1.0 (cc). Percentiles in blue and red represent the data points above the blue trace (cc for oblate and sphere) and red trace (cc for randomly
